
CONSUMER BEHAVIOR IN ONLINE SHOPPING

Consequently, online consumer behavior (user action during searching, buying, using products) became a contemporary
research area for an.

You can then use what is working and expand your footprint gradually. Then craft consistent, but varied
messaging for each channel so that it feels like your brand without being redundant. You should start by
creating an accurate measurement framework that makes it possible to track all the channels and estimate their
contribution. Published by Tim Friesner Marketing Teacher designs and delivers online marketing courses,
training and resources for marketing learners, teachers and professionals. Do they visit your website mostly
from mobile devices? I like to try to think of every touchpoint in the omnichannel approach as part of a longer
story. Why not? Convenience: What could be easier than shopping from your own home or on the go with a
smartphone anytime you want? This includes the marketing automation system and CRM. Trust and
Trustworthiness Online trust is essential in building any relationship with customers. Compared to traditional
brick and mortar shops, online shopping carries more risk during the purchase process. For that reason,
providing a better customer experience might be vital for retailers. If so, define who you will target on
Instagram. Find out where customers interact with your brand and why. On average, a consumer will visit
three stores before making their purchase. Then they should consider having their marketing tracking systems
in place. We all have loyalty issuesâ€¦ Few people are loyal to only one channel. And build yourself a good
dashboard that can give you an at-a-glance sense of which channels are performing the best at any given
moment, so you can reallocate resources accordingly. Alternatively, you could test multiple channels at once
and find that first big lever. Before employing specific strategies and tactics, get clear on your principles. Why
consumers shop online i. You have to find how your customers find your products online, and make sure your
website is there when they are looking to buy. And they filter their purchasing alternatives against security
criteria. Similarly, many customers look for reassurance that their data will be protected and not handed over
to any 3rd parties for further use in marketing. A company can achieve dramatic, company-wide success with
omnichannel retail. These systems should be well connected so sales and marketing align well with one
another. Use hyper-local targeting to bring foot traffic to your store. The strategy comprised of building
separate accounts to address different parts of the funnel. With that, check out the following infographic on
modern consumer behavior and a summary of the data below: Free Download Get this entire report in a PDF
version for further reading, research and action. We monitor demographics and traffic flow through the
website and work to shorten the path from entry to product selection to checkout. Graphically the model
representing customer journey to purchase looks like this: 1. If the goal is email signups â€” define it. On the
other hand, if your product is cheaper, you can push sales more aggressively and more often. Edin Sabanovic,
senior CRO consultant, Objeqt The most important thing is to match the message across all the channels and
present a unique and consistent image to your customers. Rarely will you find each channel is just another
sales channel for equivalent purposes. The podcasts they listen to while on their commute to work. Applying
for business accreditation such as BBB or industry specific memberships to gain more trust. This is the most
important aspect of having a dual presence. The Facebook groups they rely on for their news.


